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City, county reject SJSU light rail spur
By John Ramos
Daily staff writer
After months of debating, local city and county ofli
cials have decided not to bring a light -rail system to SJSU
because systems to Los Gatos and Fremont have been
given higher priority.
The Santa Clara County board of supervisors voted
Oct. 22 to reject an ad hoc committee’s proposal to install
a light -rail shuttle system which would connect Cahill
train station to SJSU.
Early this year, the San Jose City Council decided not
to relocate the San Jose train station at Basset Street on
the north end of the transit mall, but to keep the train sta-

tion at Cahill Street and build a light rail shuttle s}sivizi to
the mall.
It doesn’t make any sense to bring trolleys over two
blocks from Second to Fourth streets) unless there is a
much larger project to serve. That would have to get the
East San Jose community involved," said County Supervisor Zoe Lofgren, chairwoman of the Transit Mall Board
of Control.
The shuttle would connect to the downtown transit
mall now under construction at San Carlos and Second
streets, go east to Fourth Street and turn north to East
Santa Clara Street along Fourth.
One of the main harriers to that proposal was the

heay traffic along Fourth Street, %Inch would be going
against the direction of the northbound trollies.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton, a member of the ad
hoc committee, had proposed to donate some university
property so the current sidewalk could be moved closer to
the buildings along Fourth Street to solve the traffic problem.
Having the light -rail system come two blocks from
the university at Second Street would be a "treat" since
students who drive to school park and walk much further
than that, said board member Shirley Lewis.
The Transit Mall Board voted 3-2 against connecting
the light -rail shuttle between Second and Fourth streets

and SJSU. However, the hoard did recommend to build a
shuttle system between Cahill and the downtown transit
mall.
The five-member board includes Lofgren. Lewis and
Susan Hammer from the city council, Rod Diridon from
the board of supervisors and Ron James, president of the
San Jose City Chamber of Commerce. It was established
to oversee construction of the downtown transit mall.
The city council voted Oct. 29 to approve the board’s
recommendation, which included only a connection from
Cahill to the transit mall and funding for switches that
would make the connection,
c(aitinued on page 7

Rattling cages
Journalist assails establishment
By Michelle King
Daily staff writer
Hunter S. Thompson, a nationally recognized journalist and satirist, insulted a crowd of 650, castrated political figures and said he’s
thinking about running for a seat on
the Senate last Monday night in
SJSU’s Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Thompson lived up to his outrageous reputation, fielding audience
questions about his views on Attorney General Ed Meese, his predictions for the 1988 presidency, and the
use of drugs and alcohol to heighten
creative writing abilities.
Thompson, who’s known for his
books "Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas" and "Hell’s Angels," recently started writing a column for
the San Francisco Examiner,
Thompson is one of the originators of "Gonzo" journalism or
"new" journalism, in which the
writer becomes part of the story and
interprets what happens. Thompson’s antics inspired cartoonist
Garry Trudeau to create the character Uncle Duke in "Doonesbury"
and Bill Murray’s character in the
movie "Where the Buffalo Roam."
The
self-proclaimed
"Dr."
Thompson arrived 30 minutes late,
at 9:30 p.m., to a heckling, but patiently waiting audience of about
650. He apologized to Ted Gehrke,
A.S. Program Board faculty adviser, who picked him up, and quietly mentioned something about a
subpoena but wouldn’t elaborate.
Gehrke described Thompson.
"He’s unafraid of telling outrageous lies," Gehrke said. "He’s unafraid of poking fun at journalism. I
think he’s got a lot of guts more
than all the straight journalists put
together."

Dressed casually, wearing his
baseball hat, Thompson demanded
good, "crisp" questions from the audience members, mostly students,
who sat in lines behind the two microphones, waiting to address their
questions. In fact, Thompson told
one person that his questions were
boring and another that he should be
asking "better" questions - after all,
he paid 68.50 to get in.
"You people shouldn’t be here
tonight," Thompson said. "You
should be home studying . .for
your real estate exams!"
the
evening,
Throughout
Thompson was asked several times
about his opinion of Attorney General Meese’s capabilities.
"You will be affected by presidential appointments, and it will be
a bitch," Thompson said. "Ed
Meese is a brainless .. . frog! He’s
a cripple in terms of dealing with the
system. He’s not worthy of office."
Another question was "why do
you think Richard Nixon would be a
good president for 1988?"
"You can’t tell me that George
Bush or Ted Kennedy would be
good," Thompson said. "Alexander
Haig said he might run. I’m a gambler, and this is what I think."
He said that George McGovern
wouldn’t be a bad candidate either.
One student told Thompson
about SJSU political science prof.
John Wettergreen’s call for an anti sodomy law as an effective way to
stop AIDS, and asked Thompson if
he approved of this idea.
After the audience laughter subsided, Thompson flatly said, "I’m
an advocate of sodomy" a remark
that brought on more laughter.
continued on back page
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Journalist Hunter S. Thompson answers students’ questions during his lecture in Morris Dailey Auditorium

Search to continue Minority admissions mulled over
for missing student
By David Leland
Daily staff writer
The four brothers of missing
SJSU student Ann Marie Courtney
have returned to their home in Detroit after trudging through the
mountains near Big Sur over the
Thanksgiving holiday. But they
have not stopped the search for
their sister. The family has only
paused to regroup.
Courtney, 28, an SJSU senior
biology student, has been missing
since Oct. 25, when she was last
seen hiking alone in Pfeiffer Big
Sur State Park, about 30 miles
south of Monterey.
Searches by the Monterey
County Sheriff’s Department,
which included ground crews, helicopters and search dogs turned
up nothing. In addition to this, efforts by 12 volunteers from Air
Force Detachment Five, stationed
at Fort Ord, were futile.
The brothers: Dave, Dan,
Brian, Hugh and Ann Marie’s
brother-in-law, Jeff Smith, were
Joined over the weekend by two
Air Force volunteers from Detachment Five.
"We found absolutely nothing," said Mary Courtney Smith,
Ann Marie’s sister. "No trace at
all."
The family will meet later this
week to develop further strategy,
Mary Smith said.

Ann Marie Courtney
. . . missing
"We will begin returning to
California in shifts," she said.
"We are also considering hiring a
criminal investigator. We expect
that there was foul play."
The San Jose Police Department’s missing persons unit will
also be working on the case.
"There is not a heck of a lot
we can do right now," Sgt. Joe
Weinreb, SJPD missing persons,
said. "We’re trying to get a clear
profile of her through some of her
old roommates."
"We (the family) are absolutely at our wits end," Mary Smith
said.
Weinreb said anyone having
information on Ann Marie should
call 277-4786.

By Shannon Rasmussen
Daily staff writer
With new freshman admission
requirements for the California State
University system, there is a growing
concern of its impact on minority students and a growing number of program administrators are taking action.
"I feel there will be a definite impact, but it is too soon to tell the degree or at what level," said Consuelo
Rodriguez, associate dean for educational equity and Student Affirmative
Action director.
Looking at past history, data and
the increasing high school drop-out
rate, there will be some kind of impact, Rodriguez said.
"There are mixed feelings
(about the effect on minority students)," said Betty Sundberg, director of Student Outreach and Recruitment. "I do think the increase in
academic requirements is a good
thing. That’s primarily because we
do know that the students who are retained in the system those who persist in working toward a degree are
generally those who had the best academic preparation.
"Realistically, our hope would be
to retain students to complete their
degree objective. We know that many
of the under-represented students
have not had comprehensive academic preparation," Sundberg said.
For example, 50 percent of minorities, defined at SJSU as blacks
and Hispanics, drop out by high
school. For the four-year institution,
only 8,5 percent of Hispanics are eligible for admission.

In fall 1984, with 24,826 students
at SJSU, only 7 to 8 percent of admissions were black, 5 percent Mexican’
American, 3 percent Hispanic and 15
to 17 percent Asians.
"A personal concern that 1 have
is whether having increased admission requirements will have some effect on more students dropping out at
an early age," Sundberg said.
Lee Dorosz, associate vice president for undergraduate students,
said the new requirements simplify
things for all students by providing

them with a consistency on how to
prepare for college no matter where
they go. He said it adds additional responsibilities to the universities because special efforts must be made
so the student understands the options open to him.
For example, the new requirements offer conditional admissions.
This allows a student to be admitted
to the university as long as the GPA
requirements are fulfilled.
If a student was missing a semester of visual art requirements. he

would have to fulfill that admissions
requirement within the first 30 units
at the university.
CSU Associate Dean Ralph Bigelow said equality of academic opportunity is a priority.
"The admission requirements affect all students and it is the aim of
this action to improve the preparation of all students," Bigelow said.
In California, minorities are seriously under-represented, he said.
The exception or conditional require.
continued on back page

Residing Sigma Chi leacier elected
new Inter-Faternity Council president
By Steve Pipe
Daily staff writer
The Inter-Fraternity Council elected officers for 19136
at its meeting Monday.
Presidents of the fraternity houses voted for 13 candidates vying for seven positions: president, administrative
vice president, membership vice president, controller,
secretary, events chairman and sports chairman The officers serve for one year.
"Think of this as a puzzle," IFC advisor Meredith
Moran said before the voting. "Think of who’s going to
work best as a team. That’s the goal we’re working for."
Kevin Rice is the new IFC president. Rice, currently
president of Sigma Chi, beat out Nick Granoski, president
of Kappa Sigma, and Andy Anderson. president of Sigma
Nu.
"A lot of people think IFC is a joke," Rice said in his
platform speech before the voting. "We have to make IFC
more attractive to people. People should want to attend
IFC) meetings. We have to let more students on campus
know about the Greek system and what we’re all about.
"We need to get younger (fraternity) members inter-

’A lot of people think IFC is a
joke.’
Kevin Rice,
IFC president-elect
ested On IFC). We’ve accomplished a lot this semester.
Now is the time to implement the work we’ve done. I’ve
noticed the walls are tearing down between the houses.
We are a force that can pull together."
Rice said he will not return as Sigma Chi’s president
next year, as he thought the two positions would be a conflict of interest.
Dipak Patel of Pi Kappa Alpha was elected adminis
trative vice president, winning over Alpha Tau Omega’s
Demi t ri Rizos .
In his platform. Patel, vice president of the Pikes,
said he had a " good understanding of the IFC judicial
process," and will act as a liaison between IFC and the
Spartan Daily.
continued on back page
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Shopping for a self at Christmas
The spirit of Christmas is within us. It is within our
power, within our reach, and within our consciousness to
know
This is not a religious statement, although some may
construe it to be. And this is not a political appeal or a politically motivated maxim to rally the "good" from our
midst and grant them pedestal admiration.
And lastly, lest this be misunderstood, this Christmas
message is not a cry for humanity with its usual hollow
ring and resultant bad taste in the mouth.
This Christmas message is ’self’ centered, but outer
directed. It is a message in search of soul.
How much soul can you claim this Christmas season?
Did the $2 million lottery win of the Vietnamese refugee,
Hai Vo, who happens to be a welfare recipient, make you
happy to see someone else’s joy? Or, like the Northern
California couple who plan to sue Vo for their share of his
welfare check, which they, as taxpayers, were forced to
pay, do you wish them well in court?
The inscription on the Statue of Liberty isn’t just tarnished, it has been effaced. We no longer need the tired,
the poor, the huddled masses to do our back -breaking
labor, no matter how much they may hunger to breathe
free. This is partly a technological fact of life ins post-industrial society. But there are some among us who cannot
even "rejoice" as the season calls us to do at even one
man’s good fortune.
Mean spiritedness does not enrich, it diminishes.
As John Donne said, each man’s death diminishes
me. But must a man die for us to be diminished? Can one
person’s misery or hunger diminish us?
A study released by Bread for the World reported that
1.5 million Americans in 36 metropolitan areas go hungry
each month. The Urban Ministry of San Jose gave food to
40 families when it opened last August. This month, 800
Families will be fed. Now that’s a little too close to home to
ignore. There is no need to look overseas for hunger.
Even so. Leigh Weimers, columnist, reported in the
Mercury News that the Toys for Tots collection bins at the

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters.
The last day of publication will be Tuesday,
Dec. 10
Be sure to send your letters before Monday,
Dec .9
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class standing.

-

Laura
Cronin
King’s Court shopping center in affluent Los Gatos are
empty. Yes, as the Bible says, the poor will always be
with us.
However, many among us use this quote to justify or
ignore great misery. Legislation often takes a punitive
stance, as though poverty was un-American or a spiritual
deficit.
When the man called Christ said that whatever you do
to the least of my brethren you do to me, could the translation have been incorrect? Could he have meant that whatever is done to the least is done to you?
Donne’s poem "For whom the bell tolls" is a message
of interdependence. "Do not ask for whom the bell tolls, it
tolls for thee," he admonishes.
We are the sum total of our thoughts, choices, and behaviors. We are simply what we do.
This message urges you to reach out and touch someone this Christmas, but don’t use the phone. Find your
!rue self this holiday season. Dig deep into your soul instead of your pocket this Christmas and discover your essence.
Your essence is the real you, and it doesn’t come in
any bottle

. . A -Team bless us, every one
It’s 5:58 Christmas morning
Little Johnny Jumpsuit rolls out (it his ii auto bed and
races down the stairs to see what presents Santa Claus
brought him for Christmas.
He knows he can’t open his gifts until Mommy and
Daddy straggle out of their king size in a few hours, but
Johnny muses about what he may have gotten.
When he wrote Santa back before Thanksgiving, he
made a long list of everything he wanted this year.
Johnny wrote that he had been very, very good this year
and had not done anything wrong and had watched a lot of
TV.
Yeah, TV, he sighed.
That Mr. T guy on the A -Team is pretty neat, thought
Johnny. In fact all those A -Team guys are real tough. I II
ask Santa for an A -Team train set.
And that He-Man on the Saturday morning cartoons
always wins his fights. I’m going to ask Santa Claus for a
He-Man action figure (not doll. . . boys don’t play with
dolls).
What about Gobots? Yeah. Those invincible things
turn into all kinds of great machines. I’ll put a couple Gobots on my list, too.
Lets see now. . . what kind of toy gun do I want this
year? Maybe an Uzi or one of those automatic repeater
squirtguns. Well. I’ll go for the Uzi. If Danny Destructo
next door gets one, too, then we can play terrorist.
I really was good this year. I didn’t really mean to put
my sister Suzy’s ponytail in the blender last summer. I
was just mad. After all, she deserved it. She gave all my
Skeletor underwear to the dog.
I guess I can ask Santa for something else.
Maybe I could get one of those Knight Rider race sets.
I could pretend I was racing through San Jose at 200 miles
an hour to save a pretty bh,i,tl girl.,. yuk! I’ll just pretend I’m saving a dog.
It’s a good thing I watched all that TV. Otherwise I
would’ve never known what I wanted.
Teddy Bears and baseball gloves are little kids sluff,
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Letters to the Editor
The solution is to kill the terrorists, not the hostages
Editor,
C. Martin Carroll speaks firmly and foolishly about
something he knows nothing about, (column, "Next time,
starve ’ern out," Nov. 271. His solution to hijacking and
hostage situations is, "No food, water or medicine would
be sent out to)jae plane to ease the discomfort and pain of
either hijackers or their hostages." He also tells us "The
U.S. State Department’s approval of the Egyptian action
is foolish."
With his myopic hindsight, Mr. Carroll confuses two
separate but related issues. One being the worldwide
growth of terrorist activity. Supported and nurtured by a
handful of countries, Libya, Syria, Cuba, Nicaragua,
North Korea, etc., extremist groups gain the necessary
tools to pedal their cause with violence. What is needed is
a strong intelligence and diplomatic network so it is possible to predict and interdict the roots of terrorist actions,
The point is to stop these people before they act,
The second issue is what to do after they have taken
hostages. Terrorists are governed more by the tenets of
abnormal psychology than middle-class suburban values

as Mr. Carroll implies, "But the glory of martyrdom
would begin to look a helluva lot less attractive when
you’re surrounded by rotting dead bodies and starvation
is gnawing at your stomach." Most terrorists come from
countries where they grew up with starvation and death.
This would only lengthen their media attention.
The only option left when these people start killing, as
in Malta, is to kill them and safely release the hostages.
This can only be successful if it is done by the correct type
of counterterrorist unit. Professional units that work and
train full time for this type of activity are needed. Were
the Egyptian commandos of this ilk? The fact remains
that there are several units with the capability to counter
terrorism, West German GSG9, British SAS and the U.S.
1st Special Forces Operational Detatchment. But did Li bya’s cowering ally Malta prevent them from having an
effect on the outcome? Mr. Carroll ignores history if he
believes his option is best.
Michael Kennedy
Senior
entomology
Biological science

Student disagrees with proposed anti -sodomy laws

Herb
Muktarian

and who wants that. And those Smurfs are so wimpy. That
Papa Smurf guy is such a goodie-two-shoes. After all I’ll
be seven next year!
Santa will be impressed by how much I’ve grown up
from last year, Johnny thought. Johnny hoped Santa remebered that when he brought the presents Christmas
Eve.
Johnny again thought about the wrapped boxes under
the tree. He was dying to know what was inside.
Upstairs George Jumpsuit Ill laid wide awake in bed.
He could hear little Johnny downstairs scurrying around
the tree.
He wondered why the kid was so hooked on these violent toys. The vigilante A -Team? Uzi machine guns? The
kid must be watching too much TV.
lam going to have to watch what that kid is looking at
on that stupid tube. He is developing a real negative violent streak.
George wondered. . . maybe the shows he watches
are affecting his behavior. . .
George Jumpsuit III just figured out the root of Johnny’s violent desires.
It’s 6:44 Christmas morning, and all is not well.
The opinions appearing on the forum page
are the opinions of the individual writer.
The editorials appearing on this page are the
opinions of the editorial board of the Daily.
Deliver letters to the Daily office, on the
second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 208, or
at the information center in the Student Union.
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for libel and length. Remember, short letters
compete better for space.
9

effect on the situation."
This suggestion to re-enact such laws provides no viable solution for curbing an epidemic threatening homoand heterosexuals alike. The second part smacks of discrimination.
And how would he enforce such legislation? I’ll reserve comment on the voyeuristic measures needed to
prove such a crime.
Wettergreen’s interview also included a novel if not
assessment of the AIDS situaaltogether preposterous
tion in Africa. The idea that the disease may have traveled from New York to the continent runs contrary to present data and expert opinion.
I concede that the situation there is "unclear." There
is great ambiguity as to why the affliction strikes both
sexes with equal lust. A closer look could reveal AIDS to
be a general epidemic instead of the disease of "anal"
abusers or illegal drug users. Maybe the disease transcends sexual preference.
With that startling revelation in mind, I can now see
the logic in reasoning like this:
"Sexual behavior is a private matter, but when people begin to make it a matter of an organized interest
group, as gays and lesbians have, then it becomes public
and should be subject to regulation.
"If sexuality must be public, then heterosexuality
must be preferred because heterosexuals, unlike homosexuals, contribute to society by having children."
Simply astounding, I don’t know why this went unnoticed for so long. He’s right. Drastic action must be taken
to combat the opposition to our just and holy cause. To
meet this end, I propose the formation of Straights
Against Immoral and Unsafe Sex an interest group designed to protect what is right. I’ll make myself president
of SAIUS just to get the ball rolling.
The group’s membership fee is 81.000. but for that
sum, all initiates will receive a gold-plated chastity belt
suitable for framing and nights on the town.
Craig Quintana
tremendous

Editor,

The opinions expressed by Prof. John Wettergreen on
the subject of AIDS last week in the Spartan Daily lack
compassion and insight. His views have more in common
with fundamental conservatism than any deep-seated
concern for the public good.
In the interview he said: "I definitely believe that
anti -sodomy laws would be an important step toward
solving the AIDS problem. I think that closing bathhouses
and other institutions of the gay community will have a

’AIDS Awareness Week’
coverage was superb
Editor,
Denver Lewellen’s series of articles on "AIDS Awareness Week," including his reporting of my views, is superior in frankness, level of genuine information, lack of
prudery, and objectivity to the reporting on this issue in
most of the leading newspapers in this country. The editor
is to be congratulated for having the courage to publish
some of the facts: the Mercury News can take a lesson
from you.
As good as his discusson of my views was, Lewellen
could present only a few of my opinions. Members of the
university committee might wish to see the more complete exposition of my views in the Claremont Review of
Books, especially since views like mine were excluded
from the university -sponsored "AIDS Awareness Week."
Therefore, I shall send free of charge issues of the
Claremont Review to all those who send their names and
addresses to me at the Political Science Department
John W’ettergreen
Professor

Political science

Attack on prof illogical

Junior
Editor,
Journalisni
I was sorry to read Kecia Stolfus’ letter in the Spartan
Daily (Dec.3) attacking Prof. John Wettergreen’s views
on AIDS control.
Instead of attacking those ideas of Weltergreen with
which he (she?) disagreed, he unleashed an intemperate
personal attack. Stolfus failed to take an intellectual and
civil approach to those ideas with which, apparently, Editor,
there is disagreement.
To all those who attended Monday night’s "speech"
This sort of thing may happen because data and logic by Hunter Thompson:
are not available, vituperation serves. This is not a civiNow that it is quite clear just who this comic strip of a
lized approach to the interchange of ideas.
Frederic A.Weed person is, what’s not clear is where does the Associated
Students
Program Board get off spending students’
Professor
Political science money (namely mine) to sponsors lush like Thompson to
.
insult other students? (For those of you who don’t remember, his comments about the television camera crew in attendance might refresh your memory.

Reader roasts Thompson

Writing exam seniority
Editor,

On Dec. 7, SJSU will be administering the English
writing exam. The juniors and seniors will take the test at
2 p.m. The sophomores and freshmen will take the test at
8 a.m. and 10 a.m., respectively. Why are the students in
the upper division taking their test so late in the day?
I get the feeling the school thinks we have nothing better to do but sit around all morning so that we can take a
test in the afternoon. On Program Adjustment Day the
order is by seniority. Why can’t the writing test be done
this way as well?
Man Kahn
Junior
Puhlit rela

s

What’s more, most of the "fans" in attendance paid
more than $6 apiece to hear this clown foam at the mouth!
All you have to do is walk down to the corner of Fourth
and Santa Clara streets and you’re guaranteed to hear at
least five Thompsons expound on the American judicial
system, and for a lot less than $6.
The real injustice, however, is that the honorable
Morris Dailey must have turned over in his grave during
Monday night’s farce.
Keith Carts
Senior
Journalism

alOVVIT,
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SJSU battles 49ers
in national tourney
By Anne Spandau
Daily staff writer

Daily staff photographer

V. Richard Ham

Teri DeBusk sets for Maria Healy in recent action at the VVendy’s Classic in Stockton

The Spartan volleyball team
will begin its fourth consecutive
quest for the NCAA title tomorrow
night when it plays Long Beach
State in first -round action.
The 18th -ranked 49ers will face
a rested Spartan squad at 7:30 in
Spartan Gym.
SJSU, ranked No. 6, will have 12
days to prepare for the preliminary
game, last playing Washington and
Washington State Nov. 22 and 23.
On the other hand, Long Beach
State lost to UC-Santa Barbara last
Friday, 15-9, 18-16. 16-14, in the
PCAA tournament, held in Stockton.
49er head coach Brian Gimmillaro is optimistic about his team’s
chances against the Spartans.
"We have to play an excellent
match if we hope to beat them because they will come out playing
strong," he said.
However, Gimmillaro is cautious about the Spartans’ homecourt
advantage.
"I’m not crazy about playing
San Jose at San Jose," he said. "I
think it would be more helpful to us
to have it at our place, but we’re just
happy to be in the NCAAs."
This is the 49ers’ first -ever trip
to the NCAAs.
"We’re happy to have gotten a
bid," Gimmillaro said. "Our confer-

ence is so tough that we deserved it
It’s really exciting for us."
Other teams in the PCAA include Pacific, Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo and Hawaii, all Top Ten
teams. Six PCAA teams received invitations to the playoffs: Pacific,
Cal Poly, Hawaii, Santa Barbara,
Long Beach State and San Diego
State.
SJSU is the only NorPac representative.
Gimmillaro said his team is still
suffering from the injuries that have
plagued it throughout the regular
season.
"We were a little hurt during the
season and that was a little disappointing," he said. "We should have
been full strength and we could have
done better."
The 49ers’ highest ranking this
season was 14th.
Long Beach’s key player,
according to Gimmillaro, is outside
hitter Connie Watson, who fractured
her left leg in three places during
warmups prior to a game against
Pacific at the beginning of November. Gimmillaro said Watson is only
at 60 percent efficiency, but will
play.
Middle blocker Stacey Peoples
has 363 kills and a .371 hitting percentage, but is suffering from a
shoulder problem. Gimmillaro said
she has received a cortisone shot for

the pain.
Also helping at the outside hitter
slot is Karen Bonokowski, who has
382 kills and a .301 hitting percentage. Setter LeValley Pattison, who
has 1,300 assists and 264 digs. quarterbacked a Long Beach team that
led the league in total offense.
Gimmillaro knows his team is
facing a big challenge

’I’m not crazy about
playing San Jose at
San Jose.’
Brian Gimmillaro,
Long Beach State coach
"San Jose is an excellent
team," he said. "They have a quick,
good setter Teri DeBuski, two very
good outside hitters iChrista Cook
and Lisa Ice), one middle blocker
who is very active (Barbara Higgins) and another one who is very
big ( Maria Healy )."
NOTES: Tickets for the game
Thursday night can be purchased in advance or at the door. Prices are $3 for
all SJSU students and $4 for the general public. No complimentary passes
will be accepted. . .Long Beach State
leads the series 4-2-2 since the teams
began playing in 1977.

Three Spartans honored honorably
Three Spartan football players
were named to the All-PCAA honorable mention team: offensive guard
David Diaz-Infante, defensive end
Sam Kennedy and linebacker Jim
Hollinger.
Infante, a junior from Beliarmine Prep, was the only offensive
player selected from a 2-8-1 SJSU
team that averaged 19 points and 360
yards per game this season.
Hollinger, a senior, was second

on the Spartans in tackles this year
with 88 and led the team with two
fumble recoveries. He also had one
interception.
Kennedy finished fourth on the
team with 81 tackles despite missing
the final two games of the season
with a fractured ankle. The junior
from Watsonville was the team’s
leading tackler when he was injured
in the Oregon game on Nov 2.

NOTES: Last year. SJSU had three
players (center Jim Accinelli, linebacker
Terry McDonald and defensive back
Frank Witherspoon) on the PCAA first
team and three on the second team
(wide receiver Tony Smith, defensive
lineman Danny Clark, and linebacker
Vyn Goodmon). Clark, the only one of
the six to return this year, was hampered by injuries this year, finishing the
season with lust 41 tackles, However.

he led SJSU with five quarterback
sacks. . .Though he averaged 4.8 yards
per carry and finished the season as the
Spartans’ leading rusher 1429 yards)
after playing at running back for only
five games, junior K.C. Clark was not
named to any of the All-PCAA teams.
Clark had been the team leader in
tackles while playing strong safety before he was moved to offense prior to
the Fresno State game on Nov. 12.
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The Associated Press

The Miami Hurricanes, fresh
from a 58-7 mauling of Notre Dame.
vaulted into second place today in the
Associated Press college football poll
behind No. 1 Penn State while unbeaten Bowling Green made the Top
Twenty for the first time in 12 years.
The Sugar Bowl -bound Hurricanes have won 10 games in a row
since dropping their opener to Florida, including road victories over Oklahoma, Florida State and Maryland.
Penn State, which completed an
11-0 regular season a week earlier

and will meet fourth-ranked Oklahoma in the Orange Bowl, received 47
of 59 first-place votes and 1,164 of a
possible 1.180 points from a nationwide panel of sports writers and
sportscasters.
In the next -to-last regular-season
poll. Miami received three first -place
votes and 1,063 points. Meanwhile,
Rose Bowl -bound Iowa, 10-1, slipped
from second place to third with three
first-place ballots and 1,050 points
while Oklahoma, a 13-0 winner over
Oklahoma State, dropped from third
to fourth The Sooners received five

first -place votes and 1,048 points.
The remaining first -place ballot
went to Michigan, 9-1-1, which remained in fifth place with 935 points.
Florida trounced Florida State
38-14 and held onto sixth place with
903 points while
Nebraska, 9-2,
climbed from eighth to seventh with
779 points.
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Sins of smog

v Richard Hero Daily staff photographer

Air pollution in San Jose
could reach higher levels

Pollution factor
hurts athletes and
their performance
By Steve Pipe
Daily staff writer
SYMPTOMS MAY be watering of the eyes, a
THE
tickle in the throat or tightness in the chest. Most
athletes in San Jose have experienced these
irritations at times.
How does smog effect athletic performance? The
answer depends on how high the smog level is at the
moment, said Margo Leathers, American Lung
Association of Santa Clara director of programs.
Leathers said air quality conditions are measured by
the Pollutant Standards Index (PSI), using a scale of 0500. Measures 101-199 is considered unhealthful, she said,
and 200-299 is "very unhealthful. When the smog level
reaches 200, a full -stage alert is given.
"We usually don’t have a full -stage alert in San Jose,
but we have had a number of borderline days," Leathers
said. The last full-stage alert was in October 1980,
Leathers said.
"Anything that compromises the respiratory system,
such as smog, will effect the amount of oxygen intake by
the body," Leathers said. "Athletes depend on a greater
intake of oxygen, especially in aerobic -type sports."
One such sport is tennis. John Hubbell, coach of the
SJSU men’s tennis team, said he does not have his players
train any differently on smoggy days. Hubbell said he has
never had a case where a player became physically ill or
wasn’t able to continue in a match because of smog in San
Jose.
"I remember the last smog alert they had, but we still
practiced," Hubbell said. "I’ve competed down in Los
Angeles when ( smog) conditions were bad, but we really
don’t have as bad a problem here. I think your body
becomes accustomed to the smog, and resistant to it."
Does it? George Sheehan, medical editor of The
Runner magazine and long-considered a medical guru to
runners, thinks so.
"Smog can cause problems in runner’s
performance," Sheehan said, "but research shows its
affect on the body is temporary. There is some indication
that people can adjust toil. The same amount of smog can
be more of a problem to a visitor to Los Angeles than it is
to an Angelino.
Gary Geddleman, owner of Ryan’s Sport Shop in
Santa Clara, and manager of a running team, said on
smoggy days he tries not to run as long or fast. Late in the
evening or early in the morning is the best time to run
when there’s a lot of smog, he said.
Geddleman said the smog problem in the Silicon
Valley is nothing like that in southern California.
"I ran on the track team at USC, where we had some
pretty outrageous smog situations. I coughed blood a
couple times after a workout," Geddleman said.
Dennis Kurtis of Cupertino, who won last month’s
"Run for the Rep 10K" in San Jose, and finished seventh
In this year’s San Francisco Marathon, agreed with
Geddleman that our smog is not as severe as that in other

By Dave Wenstrom
Daily staff writer

cities.
"I’ve only been in this area for two years," Kurt is
said, "but the smog here is nothing compared to Detroit’s.
I lived by the Ford Motor Company there, and to escape
the smog, I did the bulk of my workouts in the suburbs."
Scott Brock, who coaches track at Live Oak High
School in Morgan Hill, and who placed second in the
"Rep" run, said he lets his athletes decide for themselves
if they should run on a smoggy day.
"I give them a choice," Brock said. "I wouldn’t force
them to run. If there’s a smog alert on a school day, I
can’t officially have them practice. I can tell them they
can work out on their own if they want, and most of them
do."
FOOTBALL COACH Claude Gilbert said he has
SJSU
never had a day when he had to cut back a practice.
"When I was coaching at San Diego State, we
had a few days where the smog was bad enough that we
would have to tone things down a bit ( in practice). The
players would complain of eye irritations sometimes."
Dave Barron, 21, SJSU junior, ran cross-country
when he attended West Valley. Barron also felt athletes in
San Jose do not have it as bad as their counterparts in Los
Angeles.
Barron said his coach would cut some workouts short
on smoggy days, particularly the speed workouts.
"That’s where you really feel it. You start wheezing.
It (smog) gives me a dry feeling in my throat when I run
sometimes. A lot of the guys complained about
headaches."
Despite L.A.’s reputation for smog, Barron said the
teams he and his teammates faced from southern
California, were usually strong.

exceeded the National Air Quality Ambient Standard of
100. A PSI rating over 200 is a "first stage alert" when
public schools must close, Lee said.
0 N OCT. 26, 1948, A THERMAL inversion - a layer
"We very seldom get over 200 in San Jose," she said.
of warmer air trapping cooler air beneath it
"I only know of one time in the last four years.
-settled over a Pennsylvania valley like the lid to a
"But in Los Angeles, ozone exceeds a 100 rating about
pot. Donora, an industrial town with factories crowding
150 days a year. The worse areas are over 250 days a
the banks of the Monongahela River, sat at the bottom of
.
year. "
.
the pot.
Lee said
id there a re basically
ca:
two kinds of smog
Within hours, thick smog, a lethal mixture of fog,
winter smog and summer smog; summer smog is worse.
hydrocarbons.
sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and hydr
"In summertime, we have ozone," she said. "In order
blanked the town. Residents who had lived in Donora for to have ozone, you
need very warm temperatures. It’s
years became lost on familiar streets. The football game really our most serious pollution
in the Bay Area.
between Donora and Monongahela high schools was
Ozone, an irritant to eyes and mucous membranes, is
cancelled; the players had difficulty breathing and
otie of the products formed when strong sunlight reacts
complained of chest pains .
with hydrocarbons and nitrogen dioxide.
The deadly smog persisted for five days before rain
Nitrogen dioxide is a product of internal combustion
and winds leached most of it from the air. In its wake, 20 engines cars.
people were dead and 43 percent of the town’s population
"Hydrocarbons come from cars and industry," Lee
(about 6,0001, were ill.
said. "They’re
’
those wiggly vapors coming off of
In some ways, San Jose is like Donora. San Jose sits gasoline. And they come from solvents,
which are used
in a valley surrounded on three sides by hills. And though extensively in this area
in the electronics industry."
it lacks the smokestack industries of Donora, San Jose
"In wintertime, we see more of a build-up of
teams with automobiles and is at the vortex of the
particulates and carbon monoxide."
booming electronics industry, which contributes
Particulates
increase because the wind, which blows .
hydrocarbons to the air pollution pie with its extensive
off the ocean in summer, shifts in winter and carries soot
use of solvents,
and dust from the San Joaquin Valley.
San Jose is also at the tip of a geographical cone that
Carbon monoxide, which comes largely from
has its mouth at the Golden Gate.
automobile exhaust, combines 210 times more readily
"Air flows through the Golden Gate and the hills
with hemoglobin than oxygen. Essentially, it starves the
channel that to the San Jose area," said Robert
blood of oxygen, causing drowsiness, dizziness and, at
Bornstein, SJSU professor of meteorology
high concentrations, convulsions, coma and death.
Along the way, air picks up emissions from industry
ORNSTEIN, WHO teaches courses in air pollution,
and automobiles in the whole Peninsula area.
said that the greatest build-up of carbon monoxide
"In terms of the Bay Area, air pollution in San Jose
in San Jose does not occur during the week
exceeds other areas," said Teresa Lee of the Bay Area
because of commuter traffic, but occurs during the
Air Quality Management District. "In terms of the state
weekends because of "low -riders."
of California, it’s low."
"The biggest polluter, certainly in California, is the
BAAQMD is a 30-year-old regional state agency that automobile," Bornstein
said."Total emissions will
monitors air pollution levels in nine Bay Area counties. It continue logo
down because of controls, but then they will
collects and analyzes data and provides readings,
go up in the 1990’s because of the number of cars."
including PSI predictions for the following day, to Bay
Bornstein’s prognosis may be gloomy, but
Area newspapers. Ratings and next-day predictions are
acknowledgement of the problem may be the best
also available by calling 415-673-SMOG,
preventative medicine. In 1968, a conference of the United
If a pollutant is at the National Ambient Air Quality
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Standards level, it is assigned a rating 01 100 on the PSI.
Organization
concluded that in about 20 years the earth
Values exceeding 100 indicate higher concentrations of
would be uninhabitable because of air pollution, and two
pollutants and possible adverse health effects,
years later the Environmental Protection Agency was
The average PSI in the Santa Clara Valley is 42, Lee
established and has helped to keep UNESCO’s fears from
said
being realized.
"That’s good. Any number between zero and 50 is
But air pollution will continue to be a problem,
good. Anything between 50 and 100 is moderate."
especially in the burgeoning Santa Clara Valley.
In 1984, San Jose had 14 days when air pollution

"Crosscountry teams down there are always dominant in the state. I think southern California runners have
learned to live with it and to adapt."
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Air politics
Politicos affect formation of pollution
control policy in Santa Clara valley
By Tyrone van Hooydonk
Daily staff writer
ASMOG -FILLED SKY is not
just an accepted consequence
of progress.
The amount of unclean air is
monitored closely and fought out by
public interest groups and industries,
in government board rooms and
council meetings.
Experts from a California cleanenvironment group, and the local air
quality management district agree
that while Bay Area air quality has
improved since the late 1960s and
early 705, it will worsen again within
the next decade.
However, they disagree about
the causes.
"What has been happening. is
that regulations have not been set as
stringently as they might have," said
Mark Abramowitz, director of the
Citizens for a Better Environment air
quality program in California.
"Many times exceptions are
made because of political pressures.
I think the mission of the local (air
management) district is to protect
public health and not bow down to a
major corporation," he said.
"Automobiles account for the
vast majority of air pollution well
over fifty percent," said Rod Diridon,
chairman of the Santa Clara County
Board of Supervisors and

’Many times
exceptions are made
because of political
pressures. I think the
mission of the local
district is to protect
public health and not
bow down to a major
corporation.’
Mark

Ambramowitz,
CBE director

representative on the Bay Area Air
Quality Management District.
"We’ve already been very, very
restrictive on industry," he said. "I
don’t think we can clean that much
more out of industry without driving
it away or shutting it down."
The non-profit CBE, based in San
Francisco, is one of the largest
organizations in California fighting
for cleaner air.
The BAAQMD, also based in San
Francisco, is responsible for policing
all air pollution sources except
automobiles. The district is governed
by an 18-member state-empowered
board of directors that has the power
to develop and enforce regulations
for air pollution control in the nine
Bay Area counties.

that
BRAMOW ITZ SAID
industry relies heavily on
lobbyists to obtain permits to
operate under less-stringent rules.
"The local boards., are made up
of politicians generally, and
sometimes the boards, rather than
acting as regulatory boards which
they should, act as political boards,"
Abramowitz said.
"Industry is essentially the only
people that these boards hear from,"
he said. "Some boards are swayed."
The BAAQMD air quality
handbook states that their board
appoints a 20-member advisory
council from community interest
groups to advise and assist them.
"We’ve been cracking down on
industry for several years," Diridon
said. "We go after those few
industries that seem lobe polluters
very agressively. Outside of Kaiser
Cement ( and Gypsum Corp. in
Cupertino) the rest of our industry is
relatively clean."
Ambramowitz said that the CBE
has challenged Kaiser Cement,
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. and
Chevron Inc.
"It (air quality) is getting
better," he said. "However, the bad
news is that it’s not getting better fast
enough and most likely this area is
not going to meet national health
standards for air quality before the
1987 deadlines."
Abramowitz said the standards
were set by the Environmental
Protection Agency under the Clean
Air Act. The deadline to meet the

V Richard Haro

Daily staff photographer

Santa Clara County Transit buses may appear to produce a lot of the smog, but in reality, they
reduce some of the pollution by cutting down on the number of polluting vehicles in the area.
Public interest groups and politicos are exploring methods of dealing with the smog problem.
regulations is an extension of the
original 1982 deadline, he said.
"It will start getting worse again
because we’re just getting so many
cars," Diridon said. "Even the
cleaner cars that are being driven
will cause an increase in air
pollution."
Diridon said that California has a
very weak Vehicle InspectionMaintenance program, or "Smog
Check," that tests the emissions of
automobiles.
Inspections are required every
two years for every car, and there is
a cap on the owner expenses for
meeting regulations, he said.

"If you can’t fix your car with
850, then you don’t have to," he said.
"In other states you fix it whatever it
costs."
Other states also require yearly
inspections, he said.
"With that kind of a program, we
have an opportunity of cleaning up
between forty-five and forty-seven
tons per day of hydrocarbons the
precursors of smog," Diridon said.
"With our program, if it was working
perfectly, we would probably be
talking about twenty to twenty-five
tons per day."
Preliminary checks indicate that
the state auto emissions program is

1.111111

only preventing eighteen tons of
hydrocarbons from being released in
the atmosphere per day, he said.
"In order for us to continue to
clean up the air and meet the new
EPA standards of 1987, we’re either
going to have to strengthen the
inspection and maintenance program
or become much, much more
restrictive on industry," Diridon
said.
"You should give some sort of
flexibility to industry on one
hand. . . but sometimes you’re faced
with a choice and you have to make it
in the interest of public health,"
Ambramowitz said.
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Below: Aerial view of &1St
Below left: Kent Saunders
records passenger and
equipment data. Right:
Saunders checks propeller
rotation before take off.

FlYin’
High

I(may be that man was not meant
to fly, but marketing major Kent
Saunders is doing it anyway.
Saunders has been enjoying the
thrill of flying since shortly after
taking a class in the SJSU
Aeronautics department.
(took Aero Two, Saunders
said. "Then I decided I wanted to
fly."
"I wasn’t really that gung-ho
about it until (really did fly," said
Saunders, who is minoring in
aeronautics and made his first solo
flight earlier this year.
Saunders goes up in one of three
Cessnas owned by Flying Twentys,
Inc. and is also a member of the SJSU
Flying Twentys Club, which meets
every other Tuesday at the
Aeronautics campus, located on the
west side of San Jose International
Airport

When the flying club was formed
in 1939, it was allowed to own and
operate its own aircraft. Saunders
said.
But 10 years later, the California
State University chancellor’s office
decided that with the ever-present
insurance and liability problems and
a recent rash of accidents, campus
flying clubs would not be allowed to
fly their own planes.
In 1948 the Flying Twentys. Inc.,
an independent corporation with no
official ties to SJSU, was formed for
the purpose of owning and operating
small planes.
Flying Twentys, Inc. currenty
owns three different Cessna models,
which are housed at Reed-Hillview
Airport. Flying Twentys rents a
hanger bay, and employs a mechanic
out of the bay next door.
The meticulous Saunders carries

out his preflight check before pulling
the Cessna out of the bay. Saunders
said the fuel gets an especially
careful check.
"Water in the tanks can be a
major drag when you’re up in the
air," he said.
In the air, Saunders handles the
Cessna 172 as deftly as most people
use a knife and fork.
Because of its size, the plane gets
buffeted by the wind. But the
rollercoaster of the elements doesn’t
faze Sauders at all.
The view from a small plane is
fantastic. The Berryessa district of
San Jose looks like the stuff of tabletop train sets, and the thick layer of
smog obscures the heart of the hills
on the far side of the valley.
Does Saunders enjoy all of this?
The smile on his face provides an
answer.

Far left: Saunders contacts
the control tower at ReidHillview Airport. Left:
Instrument panel of Cessna
172, a four -passenger plane.

Text by
Herb Muktarian
Photos by
Mie Schneider
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Division of technology program lands $30,000 donation
By Herb Muktarian
Doily staff writer
The SJSU Division of Technology
recently received a 830,000 donation
for its Packaging Technology program from the Western Packaging
Association, said division director
Don Betando.
The Western Packaging Association donation was part of the proceeds from a packaging trade show
in Los Angeles, he said.
The Packaging Technology program has received more than $100. -

Donations for program now total more than $100,000
000 in donations, including 820,000
from the Packaging Education Foundation for equipment, earlier this
year.
And Betando said the amount is
growing.
The packaging industry, the
third largest in the nation, is willing
to donate cash and equipment to
packaging programs because there is
a high demand for graduates in the

field, Beta ndo said
He said packaging is something
most people don’t think about, but everything is wrapped, boxed or sealed.
The SJSU program is only three
years old, but the demands for graduates are pouring in, Betando said.
The program is the only one of its
type on the West Coast.
The director said he does not
have enough graduates to meet the

demand
In some cases, Betando said. students were hired after taking only a
coupleof the courses, because of the
tremendous need for packaging graduates at the university level
The applied program satisfies
the industry’s desire to have students
with hands-on experience. The program not only teaches theory, but affords students the opportunity to try

lout. Betando said
The program currently utters
seven courses in packaging. and Betando wants to be able to offer all the
courses necessary for packaging
graduates He said he would also like
to get an internship program rolling
this year.
The Packaging Technology program was started in 1982 when the
Association
Packaging
Western
came to the SJSU Division of Tech
nology and inquired if the university
would be interested in a packaging

Campus may not see the light of new transit system
continued from page
"It’s probably going to be a long
time before a system going east of
Second Street is put in place," Lofgren said.
The board and city council, who
have decided that a shuttle system
from Cahill to downtown must be constructed, are not sure where to get
funding to build it.
Plans for the light -rail system
give first priority to a line that is to be
built from Tasman Drive, the north
end of the Guadalupe Light Rail Corridor to the Fremont BART station.
The second priority would be a line
from downtown to Vasona Park in
, Los Gatos.
A connection from Cahill to the
’ BART station in Fremont could cost
upwards of 8300 million, Lofgren
said.
Total cost for the entire project,
including the Fremont connection,
$360 million for the Guadalupe Corridor light -rail system, the Cahill -todowntown connection and the Vasona
line, could reach $1 billion. This cost
would be shared equally by the city
and the county.
There are just too many priorities before a line can go east of Second t:vet to serve SJSU. 1.ofgren
r

said
The needs of the East San Jose
community must be clearly established before any decision is made to
place a line, which would run along
East Santa Clara Street, said Blanca
Alvarado, city councilwoman who
represents East San Jose’s 5th District.
"There is a great deal of redevelopment going on along East Santa
Clara Street and Alum Rock Avenue
and trying to put a light -rail system
there could be disruptive," she said.
It would be more feasible to build
park -and-ride systems along Alum
Rock and East Santa Clara than to
consider a light-rail system right
now, Alvarado said.
Park -and-ride allows commuters
to park their cars in a designated
parking place and ride Santa Clara

County Transit buses
Though he understands the priorities the council has set on the light.
rail system, Jack Licursi, president
of the East Santa Clara Street Revitalization Association, would like the
city to build a connection along East
Santa Clara to 17th Street.
"It would be wise to include a
light -rail system in the redevelopment process of East Santa Clara
Street. Anything that we build right
now will save money in the future,"
Licursi said.
If the city develops East Santa
Clara Street into a boulevard, it
would need the light rail there to accommodate people who will travel
along the street, Licursi said.
Another alternative that would
delay the placement of an East Santa
Clara light-rail line would be a BART
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down considerably after 10 a .m and
buses along the route are almost
empty until afternoon commuter
hours," Silvers said.
"I would not think that the light
rail would come to East San Jose
soon. However, for the last few years
the revitalization spirit has caught on
and what was not possible in 20 years
could be possible in 10 years," he
said.

CLARITY

PHOTO DRIVEUP

Eil.g
7/2 PRICE

connection to im existing Southern
Pacific line at 28th Street and East
Santa Clara Street, said city councilman Jim Beall.
A BART connection at the SP line
would move down the priority of a
light -rail system along East Santa
Clara Street. However, it could move
up the timetable for rail transit service to East San Jose, said Beall, also
a member of Horizon 2000, a committee studying San Jose redevelopment.
While Alum Rock Avenue and
East Santa Clara Street have highdensity traffic during commuter
hours, the overall traffic there may
not justify any immediate concern
for a line, said John Silvera. president of Alum Rock Business Association.
"Traffic along the street slows

program, Betando said
"I investigated the potential for
the university, and showed them how
it could fit into our program," Betando said
But he told the Western Packaging Association that there wasn’t
any funding available to establish the
new program
"They said, ’How much do you
need?’ I said at least ammo per
year They said, ’You have it,’ " Betando explained.
The program has taken over a
former woodworking shop Its equipment, with the exception of several
old woodworking tables, has been donated and is relatively new
"I have been in education a long
time, and 1 am truly excited by the
tremendous potential and need," Betando said.
The program has received cash
and equipment donations from the
Packaging Education Foundation,
the Society of Packaging and Handling Engineers, American Can, Alza
Corp., IBM, New Jersey Machine.
Del Monte, Kaiser Corp., DOW
Chemical and Clorox, among others
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SJSU workers bask in fortune
after buying lottery tickets
By Laura cronin
Defy staff writer
This is a story :Mout winners.
Yes, here at SJSU we have lucky people These are not the latest recipients of important scholarships or
prestigious positions. These people
work in those support areas that keep
the campus community warm, beautiful. efficient and clean.
This time it is their turn to bask
Earl Meters
David Ramirez
in glory. They get to revel in the joy
of winning the California Lottery.
"It’s free money," Benny Barrios said of his $1,000 good fortune. ment their due at the end of the year.
Four weeks after winning, RamBarrios is a building service engineer
irez said that he intends to remodel
at Dwight Bentel Hall. He’s the man his basement and turn it into a pool
responsible for heating the building
room. Ramirez has four children to
on those cold mornings of late.
entertain in the pool room furnished
Lately he’s been having fun by
Uncle Sam.
thinking about how to spend the
Uncle Sam is making several
money when he gets it. Barrios is not
Some
married, and he conjured up a Tahoe payments to SJSU employees.
yet, but
vacation when pressed for meaning- haven’t won a big jackpot
a spin
ful ways to unload his new-found in- even the opportunity to take
for two or three million as Earl Sievcome
Ojeda
Barrios had asked $5,000 winner ers. Maria Ocampo and Julian
can make a
David Ramirez about his expertise as have won the right to do,
a lottery winner when he was touched momentary dreamer out of anyone.
Sievers, a custodian in the
by the kind hand of fate. Ramirez told
Tower, won his $100 on Halloween
Barrios how to claim his prize.
When SJSU tree trimmer Ram- night. He was participating in his
irez won the big $5,000, he didn’t be- regular Thursday night activity as a
lieve it. He had bought six tickets at member of the Thursday Night BowlPete’s Stop and Go Gas at Seventh ers at the McKee Bowling Alley.
and Keyes Streets. The first ticket
He plans to spend his first winscratched was the big one, but Ramirez kept scratching all the other nings on a hydraulic jack.
"If I win $10,000 or the $2 million,
chances despite his brother-in-law’s
I would pay all my bills and the bills
screams.
of my two boys and two girls." the
"You won."
grandfather of seven said.
He went back to the store to ask
Sievers worked in Dwight Bentel
how you win; he didn’t know the win- Hall for five years before being transning scratches could be on different ferred to the Tower.
lines.
An SJSU employee for 10 years.
Ramirez filled out the back of the
form he got from the gas station re- Sievers said he wouldn’t quit his job
questing his social security number, even if he won the grand prize, alincome, citizenship, which school and though he might take his wife to visit
what grade he had last finished. He her homeland of Puerto Rico.
took the form to the lottery office on
Although most people would
Old Oakland Road and was told to probably pay their bills first, Maria
wait to receive his prize winnings, Ocampo, an assistant administrative
less 20 percent for taxes.
analyst at Facilities and Devel"$4,000 is better than nothing." opment, hasn’t given much thought
said.
Ramirez
to how she would spend $2 million if
But to his further surprise, he got she really got lucky.
the entire $5,000. He can’t explain
why, except to surmise that he will
But Ocampo knew exactly what
get the opportunity to pay the govern - to do with the $100. She bought a cam
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700 pm & 10 00 pro S2 00 adrntssion
.

Peter Stein

Dry Toast

The Real World

COMPLAINTS

era leis before she even got the check
in the mail.
Julian Ojeda, a possible $3 million grand prize winner in the second
game, said that you can’t do too
much with $100. He will take his wife
out to lunch. Ojeda wants to know
who pays for the plane ticket to Los
Angeles if he is chosen for the big
spin
Ojeda a warehouseman for
SJSU, has been employed here 17
years. If he wins $10,000, he’ll take a
trip to Reno. The grand prize of $3
million would allow Ojeda to give his
children a couple of thousand, take
his wife on a trip to Hawaii or the Bahamas, and buy a new home. This
grandfather of 12 won’t Quit his job
He said that he likes SJSU

"Don’t tell me

"Screw your leader, take
me to your womenl"

let me guess."

Computer lab offers programming classes to staff
By Anne Gelhaus
documents more efficiently, James
Many SJSU faculty and staff said.
The Office of Continuing Educamembers have recently obtained personal computers to simplify their of- tion offers the WordStar seminars as
fice work. But some SJSU faculty and
staff members have found that their
new PC’s are not user-friendly.
"When people realize they’ll
have to learn a command for every
thing they do (on the computer), the
start to freak out." said Judy Jame,.
an administrator in the Admission,
Records Office.
James has developed seminar,
to teach SJSU employees word pro
ceasing through WordStar software
The classes are being offered to tar
ulty and staff for the first time thi,
semester.
Word processing skills will en
able administrators to edit and rev’s.,

Daily staff writer

SAY G’DAY

part of their PC Lab course program,
James said. The WordStar seminars
are the only PC Lab classes that restrict enrollment to faculty and staff,
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Bloom County

Spartaguide
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Bpartaguide. visit the Daily office in
Room 208, second floor of Dwight Bente’ Hall.

. The Hispanic Business Association will hold a general meeting at 5
p.m. today in Business Classroom,
Room I. For more information, contact Robert Garcia at 264-1196.

Paw Mat Onal boudt of 39,

The SJSU Campus Democrats
will hold an election meeting at 12:30
p.m. today in the Student Union Costanoan Room. For more information,
call John Hjelt at 277-8843 or Roger
Wert at 926-1401

ment Center is sponsoring a Co-op
Orientation at 2:30 p.m today in the
S.U. Almaden Room and a seminar
on summer job hunting techniques at
5:30 p.m. today in Business Classroom, Room 13. For more information, contact Cheryl Allmen at 277-

lent gnsm. Aide
Aotkriam, tennant and
etdat on I irke

The Community Committee for
International Students is sponsoring
conversational English tutoring for
all international students from 1 to 3
p.m. today in Administration Building, Room 222. For more information, contact Muriel Andrews at 2794575.
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Daily staff writer

"Divorce is one of the luxuries of
a conspicuous wasteful society,"
once wrote Tom Wolfe, American
writer.
As part of the winter intersession courses, students might find out
more on the sociology of divorce.
During January, the Department
of Sociology will offer a three-week
class to help students better understand the phenomenon of divorce,
said Chester Winton, professor in so-
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would increase total revenue and
would not cause a decrease in business.

day, students now have until Dec. II
to have everything submitted to financial aid.

The Financial Aid Office has decided that Dec. 16, rather than Dec.
11, will be the final disbursement
date for checks for this semester.
Don Ryan, director of Financial
Aid Student Services, said that the
final day is designed for students
whose documentation had not been
complete earlier.
Students now have extra time to
turn in necessary documents, such as
a 1040 tax form or a financial aid
transcript from another school, he
said.
Once it has been recieved, time is
needed to review the information and
issue the checks.

The Student Union Board of Dihouse committee will review
further information this week regarding a request from radio station
KSJS to move from Hugh Gillis Hall
to the S.U.
The committee had asked for information on possible locations for
the station, funding of the move and
the ability of KSJS to compensate the
S.U. financially for the space it would
use.

With the additional disbursement

rectors

Radio station KSJS needs to fill
11 positions. Applications for the oneyear positions are due at the KSJS office by Dec. 7. The positions require
76 hours each semester for two units.
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trate the process of divorce and make

Several areas to be covered during the course are: the causes of high
divorce, the psycho-social process of
divorce, the legal process of divorce
in California, the effects of divorce on
parents and children, single parents
and step families.
Winton said the course will include a number of movies about divorce such as "Kramer vs. Kramer",
"An Unmarried Woman" and "Shoot
the Moon."
He said the films will help illus-

students realize what they should
know about it.
Winton, a licensed marriage,
family and child counselor, is a former coordinator of the Marriage and
Family Counseling Program at San
Jose State. He has been a sociology
teacher at SJSU for several years.
Winton said the class is designed
for students who are interested in divorce, have divorced relatives and
are married and planning to divorce
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Divorce course offered in intersession
By Jack Tordjman
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Yesterdaily
The Student Union Board of Di- :rectors plans to recommend that
SUBOD approve single rate rental
charges and eliminate the option to
rent rooms for fewer than four hours
at a reduced cost, using only all -day
rates instead.
’
The S.U. now charges $40 for
fewer than four hours in the Pacheco
and Montalvo Rooms, and $60 for the
entire day.
- The rates for the Almaden. Cosi tanoan, Guadalupe and Pacifica
Rooms as well as the Council Chambers are $60 and $100.
- The proposal would simply eliminate the four-hour rate, creating a
uniform charge regardless of the
I amount of time needed.
Adrienne Robison, S.U. scheduling coordinator, said a single rate
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The SJSU Ski Club will hold signups for their spring break trip to Telluride and February Kirkwood trip at
The CADRE Institute is sponsor- 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Sweeney Hall,
ing a preview of its Silicon Valley Room 100. For more information,
festival of Electronic Arts at 1 p.m. contact
Doug at 225-0960.
today in the Art Building, Room 133.
For more information, contact Fred
Spratt at 277-2542.
The Career Planning and Place-
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in the near future
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AUTOMOTIVE
DO YOU NEED AUTO INSURANCE"
Call me for quota se I can guar
anteo coverage same day John
Mattson. Monday through Seto,
day horn 9rn to 9pm 272 4092
JAPANESE ENGINES & TRANNIES No
core chrorm18 mos werrentY Pr..
dames. Student thecount Spar
ten Distributors, 365 7007
’75 CHEVY CAMARO 3 .pd manual
?
bdy In good shape runs well
111900 ca1114151987 1489
’70 VW BUG E ecint condition rebuilt
swohn cam
sunroof
engine.
$240050 252 2052

COMPUTERS
KAYPRO 4 COMPLETE CAPUTER
package/ Inci modern. dorens of
$785 Dr
major eohwere etc
Ge.figer. 277 3114 In message

FOR SALE
AIRBRUSH 7 SHIRTS. We can paint
wythIng you give us speciIle.17
Mn cer I truck. Guaranteed .tie
quality Visit our studio
faction
or call 286 1500 RAT RIDER
4718 Merldien Brennan
E LEANOR’S VF 11 PLANTFOOD, A
’constant feed’ type plant food
Developed by Hydroponic experts
balance
Plants become magnificent. AM
chin Violet. Pole with bloom.
GOoping
become
’Chortles
A

complete

HELP WANTED
DRIVERS WANTED mowing vehicles
.round BAY AREA Hours flexible
Call Ryder Truck Rental et 282
7550 Ask for JIm G
EARN $ AS intramural sports official in
football. volleyball. soccer, inner

the presence

dent

nutritional

10%

tube wterpolo. or
Apply Leisure Ser
Pub. 277 2858

basketball
next to

GOV’t JOBS $16.040- $59.230/yr
Now hiring Call 8051387 8000.
Eat R 9929 for current federal
liet
Must
know
HANDYMAN 810rhr
plumbing repairs prim... but
proofing floor laytng etc More
then one person needed from time
to time, eel runs all semester Call
Don 288 6647 or Mrs Spalding
947.0831
MC

DONALD’. NOW HIRING.’ Pee
rnium pat hours flemible around
school schedule 2 5 days. 10 35
hes yrk Interviews M -F. 34 pm
Contact Kathy or David at 358
3095. 15475 Los Gatos Blvd

NEED CASH. $500,11000 stuffing
Rush
Guaranteed,
envelopes
...pod add , eased envelope to
Enterprise.,
McManus
Box
1458 SD, Springfield Or 97477
OFFICE ASSIST ’25 40 he erk ewes
11 weekends Vaned duties In retell
credit office Permanent yr round
opportunity with fleethle hr. Cali
Jeri or Janet in 296 7393
RESTAURANT COOK with broiler as
patience and bitch. helper Jape
nese cuisine Apply in person et
Okeyerna Restaurant 565 A N
Enn St

Seri Jose

RETAIL HELP". Permenent and tern
notary positions available P.o re’s
86 251w No sap...needed
will train Pan time and Full time
...le Hours negotiable Eve
end weekends evalleble
Corporate scholarships ewe..
We need people right away’ Call
14081275 9885 Monday Feld.
10 am 3 pm only Ill line is busy
Please be patient and try agalnl
nings

An Equal Opportunity Company
$400 $800/month
EARN
pen time or 81000 $3000/month
full time with Health 01 Nutrition
products company Cell D... et
14081984 7113/

SALES’

flexible
hours
SALE SPART TIME
retail
Paint & wallpaper. store
St.ing
sales elp
Pain!
The
4600
&She Call 268
Store 5415 Camden Ave S J
SUMMER JOBS N.M.’ Perk Co s
21 perks 5000 ocienings Com
Pieta Information 8S00 perk re
Pc. MIselon Mtn Co 65? 2nd
Ave WN. Kelllpoli. Mt $9901
REGISTER W1TH THE UST, Whether
swellable for *Of* during the

TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME We
train enthusiastic aggressive tele
phone salespeople who want to
work hard and are rnotiveted by
money

Call Mrs

Green at 971

9733
WANT HANDS ON teaching esp.
growing preschool
once. Join
%%sum Ed programs 8. environ
mem Full time & pan time post
none such Good benefits exper,
& wages
246 2141

enc.

E C E

Call

mg

HOUSING
RESERVE FOR JANUARY NOW, Huge
2 bd. 2 bath apartment Only
one block from camp. Security
bldg & parking. 6 closets. eleve
can 287
tor. turn.. 1825m
5316 days, 887 0842 eves
STUDENTS. FACULTY. STAFF Need,
place, Heve spece7SJSU off cam
pus housing program. 277 3996 46,
Free service

LOST Et FOUND

body massage. deep tissue inle
oration missions avail.. Strictly
nonsexual Cell for Wet after 3
pm, ...lice Thurston C M P 14081
267,2993
FROM $15 to 150 Is POSSIBLE Send
ease for info opportunity. 884
Renton CI San Jose 95123
I CAN HELP YOU 11 00,. need help keep
ing e budget ice., set up budget
for you & keep track of expendi
tures. belay. check books &
other financIal services For more
information

LIFE IS NOT all homework, Take time
for yourself & meet &limb’s singles
person/Weed introduc
through
You make the
lion earvice
choices Call CHOICES at 971
7408
NATIONAL GAY/BI contact club for
men & women low rates SASE
Dean. P0 Box 28781. Sen Jose,
Ca 96159
women corn
WOULD LIKE TO find
painlon who would be willing rolls.
w handkepped men Cell Brien et

min drive from campus Porno ap
point...tint call Robert Near 14081
550 0596
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogra
pl.. John Paulson Photogrephy
offers each bride S groom the oh!
mete eornething eltreordinery We
offer an album that reflects indtvid
uel person... and life styles
Call John Paulson Photography et
LOSE WEIGHT & IMPROVE your health
program
nutrition
w ’herbal
Cleanses systern & notmeeble in
energy & vitality No drug
cr
100% nature.’ Used by medic*
profession& professional Whitings
100% satisfaction guerente. Of
money beck Cell Mr Luciano at
258 3168. after 6 pm
LOWEST INSURANCE RATES. STU
DENT DISCOUNT, Auto & renters
low monthly peyment No drive,
is refused Cell Mark Chapman for
? quote over the phone My phone
numb. Is 14081 249 1301
MATH ANXIOUS, Nmd help with
CBEST T ELME, Private tutonng,
The Meth Institute offers math mu
boring, education. seminars. dieg
Cell
nostic testing. coneuhnon
14081295-8068

298 2308

SERVICES
BACKACHE, Free examination ar treat
went e. pan of reetnerch project
If you heoe had low beck mein for
more than 8 months 11. are 20 55
yrs old, please call Palmer College

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for men
and women Special rate with fec
ully or student 1 D Private & cool
dent.

Wiseltdye.
Saturday In Koh Business Park at
Hwy 101 Si N Fairosks exit Sun
Center
fly.%
Flectrolvms
14081734 3115

14081

BARE IT ALL, Stop shaving, waxing
tweezing Let me permantely re
move your unwanted hme Ichin hr
beck
mousteche
kV% tummy
shoulders. etc / 15% M.o.’ to
student. and leculty Can before
1985 & get your 1st
Dec 31
appt at 12 price Unwanted heir,
disappears with my care Gwen C
Chelgren. RE 559 3500 1845
Helm Today
S Sscorn A. C
Gone Tomorrow
COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICE.
Mow. tr. edge wnd etc Low
monthly met. Fr. estimates Cell

PHOTO VIDEO ELECTRONIC SWAP"
Every Sunday from Earn 3pm Clo
vet Hell 99N Bascom Ave . San
Jose
$1 00 admisston Sellers

Wm./five health care Acupres
sure therapy Swedish/Es.sn full

fm $559rt

!SPECIAL MOP
NEW YEAR’S EVE

days -wk

Complete Tour 11459
81499
Fiesta Calms&
.....

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL typ
1 SOpage
lop word processing
Experienced
(double
spaced/
Free disk storage Casette Iran
scriptIon avertable Neer Alm..

926 9321 or 14161398 8336
NEW TRAVEL INFO,
frm $238.
fern $249’,,

NEW YORK
HONOLULU

Expwy

Ikanhern Ln
Gust
entered quick return on ell papers
Phone 284 4504

inci hotel
Inn $498.
lent $589rt
herr $699.

LONDON
GERMANY
HONGKONG

mar Reason.% rates Call Debbie
et 378 9845

TYPING

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY ?or NI your
typing & word processing needs
Specielizing in term prepare. re
pons rrientruripts research pa
oars theses. letters. resumes. le
Grem mw
galbusineepersonel
P

after 3 pm North San Jose area
ACADEMIC

WORD PROCESSING A
SPECIALTY Chrystal offers nipId
letter
professionsl
turnaround

micro trisnacrIption Ethung service
diek storage evadable Sam to 8
pm 7 cleyyrk Chrystal at 923

min

from

campus

AN ANSWER to your Word Processing
and Editing needs Specialise et
term papers
research projects.
manuscripts and return. Both
students and faculty welcome
Will gladly /MVO yOU with gram
mar and sentence structure For

experience
Jobs
completed
quickly Sadler Sec rrrrr ial Service
289 8674
WORD PROCESSING Studer,’ papers
business correspondence Willow
Glen wee call 11. et 287 5247

741 5880

WORD PROCESSING eludent moons
110 pg miermuml theses & dis
...me Also mail ksts tran
scription woe% repetitive lentos
pc eyelet,. soOncirtmo
Stin Jose area Joye et 264 1029.
Andrea gg
Cup MV.SV
3010
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES Re
pens menthes reSurnefi letters
Melling I.., Cali 8 A 8 Office
Services 14091973 8670 Rae
soneble rrrrr
WORD PROCESSING. Complete serv
Ice, student papers thesis Mi.
t. ar. call Asted et 262 2201

SAVE TIME & get more out orbit.’ Let
us help you r rrrrr ch her ’moor
tent paper or protect Resumes for
only $15 Place your owr,e on our

or job

Willow Glen Grim 192 8807. tree
dtsk storege

Northwestern
Universtty dependable and export
*need iAsk only that you p rrrrrr

10. cell 280

ADWORKS
Melling Your career dreams come
true’ Call Adworks today at 14081
287 8050

LET A PROFESSIONAL type your term
resumes cover letters
paper.
OuSty work and reasonable twee

mar Engl.. thator

Wilbert, Sr

ADWORKS

GET THE GRADES your hard work de
serves For your typing, editing. I
composition needs. when you
want it typed right. 0. WRITE
TYPE 14081 972 9430 Ask for
Berbera Rates try the page hour

Jens 251

325 E
0105

TERM PAPERS. THESES.
re
correspondence.
business
mimes applications. etc 20 yeses

about client reflood discount

space page Near Camden & Leigh
Cell 371 5933..

5942

738 1676 Sunnyvele
TYPING,

RESUMES
RESUMES
RESUMES RESUMES RESUMES
RESUMES RESUMES RESUMES
ADWORKS
ADWORKS
ADWORKS
ADWORKS

EXPERIENCED TYPIST’ Reports term
papera resumes eti- Oliven elm
’tonic. correctable Editing service.
from
$ 1 50 double
available

ACCURACY
ACCOMPLISHMENT
ACHIEVEMENT spa scadernic Inc
nit 10 yes sap wtudents IBM
selechic A ca... ...Option
work guaranteed
Hely rates,
8 30em 9 000m N San JO. 10

st 14081275 6253
PROFESSIONAL TYPING every des,
10 yrs experience ell 01,0. 01 pa
pars Close to campus it block,

RESUMES

roe

8461

TYPING SERV Students. instructors
Fast, accurate, rems rates 14161

resume. Sego/Mist in monomer
scientific
projects
$ 1 SO
82 50’page Cali Vicki in 2131
3058 8ain Rpm IBM wee Ask

Cassette
spelling assistanceN
lnarI
evariee
Guaranteed
profess...I quality fest accurate
e nd very conmetittve rates’ Can
Pam et 247 2681
Located in
Santa Clare neat San Tomes. Mon

quality product guaranteed work
& Student Diecount Theses re
ports manuals. resumes Sid &

377 5293 or 14151 493 2200.
set 2136 lweekdaysi

7 day re
for Ps..

PUT YOUR WORDS in their bast Per
spectra. Experienced professional
word processing papers. theses.

286 0250

manuscripts etc Feel turnaround
reasonable rates Cell 251 8813

P.. papers publications menu
scripts correspondence etc Will
aid
in
grammar spelling punc

are. Can Joren

Ingiword processing Reasonableur
TYPE.
rates Try me I’m just yo

ABILITY PLUS WORD PROCESSING
Term papers
resumes
letters

and leave memos
TYPING SERVICE. Profession. word
Pt...Ding, theses repOrYS Spa
Cial 00000 for SJSU students lac
uhy Resumes enol lists 14081

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST prompt ac
curate dependable $2 dbi owe
page including editing Saratoga

DOWNTOWN LOCATION Less then 1
rode fern SJSU Lest minute eve
ning work welcomed Expert typ

AAA ACCURACY ACCOUNTABILITY
ACHIEVEMENT
in typIng that s
tops
Try Tony Winer
296
2087 $1 50 per page quick turn
around avertable seven days
week All work guaranteed

TYPING DONE IN MY HOME Reasone
We rates Call Patti el 246 5633

PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and stu
dents can rely on accurate
timely production of resumes. re

oration For prompt
sponse leave

PROCESSING
WORD
’’CONANT’
SERVICE for thee.. dissertations
term papers resumes, etc Top
wanly. fast & sccurate. including
mist.. with spelling & gram

tr.’ hotel
EURAIL BRITAIL PASSES
Call any time WORLD SERVICES
866 2442 Teic.a,Marian

THE DAISY WHEEL on.. word Om
cessing Resumes theses dieser.
00.1 otopossis manuscripts bust
nese pleas repetitive letters lobes
newsletters technical et.. Call
Ruth at 723 3043

OFFICE ALTERNATIVES Word pro
c.singarenscription typing.
24
hot...vice. 7 day. week Pick
;redelivery Student Rates Avail
able14081294 2974

IBM word processing Los Gatos
South SJ
Call 978 7330. 7

employment search mailing
Call 988 8858 Data Pro

4
4$

list

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE lhoteseionet
typing and Nome. see.. Rea
son.% rates Cell 1408/ 259

.
A
I

9368
.

SUNNYVALE.
VALLCO
MARCIE s
word processing typing Prompt

.

mi. . acct.. All forme. Induct
ing
APA
Wont
g"..:.
SI 50 pege !double spayed p

.
:

Read
The
Spartan
Daily
Classifieds

WEDDING PORTRAITS!. MODEL pen
folios boom, artist See the Phi
Kappa Alpha 1986 calendar for
sample of my work. Men call John
Rickman .1 252 4283
PHOTO CENTER Ouelity I hr
photo developing rush eennce on
color 5 e 7 s & prints from slides&

1148

copy photo. Overnight elide foo
riming instant passport photos.
greet service & guaranteed modify
Stevens Crk at Winchester Town
COUntry Villge

Three

Four

Day

Days

$310

8380
0460

Days
$4 15
8485

Days
$4 36
$506

Days
$4511

tube

next

door shuttle
ere. en. from Northeter

to

ski

YOUTH HOSTEL PASSES for travel
worldwide Hostel director. Eu
Frist and
BrItReil
rail
helpful service

elPfican

Youth

IIIII11,11,11

I

1111111:Ii

85 76
$546

8590
$660

74:
08
38
SLtno. 8450 8520 8555
Lines 8520 0590 $6 15
Each Additional Line Add 11 70

$520

Day
80
$ 91

I

I

I

III/II/II

8110
$120

I

I

I

PPnl Nen,*

istrairst RossiA1 lama
Phan 271-3171

NORTH TAHOE. Sun N Send
Lodge 8308 N Lake Blvd Kin.
ph
Ca
Ur
Tahoe
Beach
19161648 2515 $12 SOperson,
Obi occup $5 ise Mdl beautiful
motel on Lake Shore. 01 TV. hot

III

S

5 9 Lines 140 00
10 14 0..855 00
15 Plus L.. $70 00

985 7427

n
1

%Pee es ft. earn IMP,

Each
E etre

F

Two

TRAVEL
SKI

1C.,,,pprotonntely3Olertr,

Ad Rates

One

Address

Enclosed di $

... IIIMD CRICK MONEY NOM

Announcement%

Help Wanted

Automotive

Housing

Servic es

Travel

For Sete

Loll & Found

Stereo

T.7.9

Phone

City 6 Slate

Ode a Clmdllesiar
Personals

4

.
.
.
.
o
ats
998n
3333
Stuis
,7 eerpnrI

Minimum three Pees err are day

270 7243

.
4

type) Call 720 8635

Print Your Ad Here

TERM PAPERS, thesis. tpil
typing word processing Prices
very reason.% Call Nekole at

.

TERM PAPERS THESES resumes For
ell your typing needs cell Perfect

NEED FAST. ACCURITE TYPING, De
pond on we for expert word pro

RESUMES

hensIve mooram for the succeseful
treatment of melon.. bulimia sod
compulsive eating Our warm and
the
owing approach add,

255 1818

London/Peels/Rome

14081 241 7958 Auction
Easy pelting food end drink

The
EATING DISORDERS CENTER
Reeler InstlfuteAMI et Sant, Cr.
corn,re
Community Hosp.! re

FACULTY. STAFF I STUDENTS. Cer
idled en.sage pr...l offering

BETTER grades with better papers
Hip with grammar. adrUng. Expert
in tech subjects style manuals in
cludIng SPAS charts & graphs

trot/809n
lintslorritoitogate’Cirecis
Int 0155rt

dent else, located in Campbell

calming’ I can also assist you wnh
spelling & eremm
91 50d
page Call Sue at 993 9280 eves
weakends or leave message due
Inc day 2 blocks off The Alented&

9448

info

Valley Lawn Cs. 371 5933

medical peychologicel nutritional
pociel, and spirituel aspects of the
Ms.sa which are *seemial for life
long recovery Additional Inlorme
confidential consults
non end
tMn are evallable et no charge 24
HOUR INFORMATION LINE 14081
428 3282 mit 153 or 1 800

BUENVENTURA TRAVEL
’,CHRISTMAS VACATION’
RIO ’Sentrago Buenos Aires

978

3848

PERSONAL

at

at

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con
sult with SJSU students for 30
mins FREE Practice is lientted
? espect of immigration & na
nonslity Law office is only a 5

928 1732

Chiropractic WI.
244 8907 rixt 7

Alen

559 5922

DESPERATELY SEEKING MY COAT"
LOST 1310grey wool cost US BUS.
ClaStOoth,TOydef Bldg on Thurs
den Nov 21 if found. please cell

of

call

opy i Willow Glen area
Phone Marsha 113en. 8pml et 266

Hostels 408,298 0670

Lines

__Davs

OMANI Desk WOW OM& MOM

OR EMNI TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose Stine University
San Jose California 95 I 91

Deadline Two days peen to publication
Consecutive publication dates onhe
No refunds on COM WWI ads
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Satirist has say

Beat it

Ken P Rumard

As the Spartan Marching Band’s drum line
pounds out a tune drummer Dan Uoyken-

Daily staff photographer

dalLsecond front right, checks out David
Fisher’s notes which are on his drum.

Minority admissions pondered
continued from page
ment was created to help increase
the enrollment of such students.
"Access is just one side of the
coin. Success is the other," Bigelow
said.
A change of this magnitude will
require a phase-in period and will affect so many students that it will require a transition. The conditional
admission requirement offers options
for all students who do not qualify for
regular admission.
Jack Bedell, acting assistant vice
chancellor of academic affairs, agreed with Bigelow. He said the new
requirements will help students become more prepared so they will be
successful in the university system.
"I think it gives the message to
high schools in California that all stu
dents, regardless of background.
need to have a tough curriculum."
Bedell said. "It is an insult when you
think they ( minority students) can’t
dolt."
In order to prevent an overwhelming drop-out rate, SJSU is taking some precautions through the student outreach programs.
One of the concerns is that the
system is not recruiting enough
blacks and Hispanics. Rodriquez
said If there isn’t a pool to recruit
from, there is no recruitment, she
said.
The Student Outreach and Recruitment, Student Affirmative Action and Upward Bound are only
three of the programs that are trying
to establish better communication to
high schools.

-I believe if we can be ellective
in working with counselors and alerting the students to the requirements,
we are g ,ng to find the vast majority
of students taking academic preparation to transfer them to the CSU,"
Sundberg said.
The program representatives are
working with counselors, prospective
students and teachers to provide
counsel and assist them with any new
information. The programs work
with high schools and junior colleges.
Sundberg said it will become increasingly important to work with seventh,
eighth and ninth graders.
A new high school advisory council is being formed which will focus

on communicating wit Ii high school
students and faculty.
"We want to make certain that
information is getting out to them
(students) to let them know how they
qualify to go on in higher education,
especially the CSU," Sundberg said.
The admission requirements are
not the only barriers to the system.
Finances and lack of role models are
two other problems, Sundberg said.
"We want to provide motivation
and assistance. They (students) need
to know they can go on," Sundberg
said. There are options, such as junior college, still open to them so they
may transfer to CSU.

Inter -Fraternity Council
elects seven officers
continued from page I
Andy Anderson may have felt
some consolation over his losing bid
for IFC president when he was
elected membership vice president.
Anderson was the only nominee for
the latter spot.
Demitri Rizos returned to win the
controller’s slot. Like Anderson.
Rizos was the only nominee when
Dave Adams of Sigma Nu and Don
Hoffman of Sigma Chi declined their
nominations.
Kevin Anderson of Phi Delta
Theta was elected secretary over
David Anderson of Theta Chi.

Anderson also lost the slot of
events chairman with the election of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon’s Pete Crozier.

continued from page I
As the question -and -answer ses
sion went on, Thompson broke out
the Chivas Regal, arid later on
poured a bucket of ice water over his
head
Someone offered him a bottle of
Johnny Walker Red Label, but
Thompson didn’t take it.
Thompson started writing a column for the San Francisco Examiner
a couple of months ago a project
that’s been "in the making" for a
while, he said. But he jokes about it,
saying that he may quit after his 13th
column (his columns run on Mondays) The editor, David Burgin,
asked Thompson not to harass President Reagan in his columns.
"To me, he’s ( Reagan) just a
friendly dingba t ." Thompson said.
When asked if he enjoyed working for William Randolph Hearst Jr.,
Thompson said, "I don’t see anyone
over there (Thompson lives in Colorado)
it’s a weird thing for
me . . . writing a column like that."
Thompson said he wasn’t sure
why he’s labeled as a "media critic"
in his column, and said that ideally,
he’d like to write a column for the
lovelorn.
"Why should I write about the
media?" Thompson said, calling
Burgin a bastard. "I’m ready to quit
the column," he joked. "Maybe I’ll
do one more, just to make thirteen."
Obviously having a fetish with
No. 13, Thompson also stayed on the
13th floor of the hotel in San Francisco.
One writer in the audience asked
Thompson to tell them about "substances" to take, that would improve
writing abilities, such as marijuana
and alcohol.
"I take a general stimulant, if I
need it," Thompson said. "Unfortunately, most drugs are illegal. I’d
suggest acid.
"It worries me that you people
feel that you have to be into drugs.
It’s beyond the fast lane it’s the
weird lane.
"But when you’re on a terrible
deadline, and your life’s going to fall
apart, it gets very complicated and
beer just doesn’t do it."
Another person asked Thompson
what the name of the astronaut was
that was deleted from his book "Fear
and Loathing in Las Vegas," but he
said he couldn’t say. His latest book
is "The Curse of Lono" and he’s now
working on a book about night -managing the O’Farrell Theater in San
Francisco, which he actually does.

The position of sports chairman
looked to be one of the most competitive votes, with four candidates running as of last week. But on Monday,
Ken Tibbils, Jeff Williams, Alex
Winslow and Todd Worthe bowed out
of their positions.

public
persona
Thompson’s
seems to closely match his private
one, because he was just as feisty in a
personal interview before the lecture, en route from San Francisco to
SJSUThompson was asked why he prefers writing in his "off-the-wall"
style as opposed to the style he practiced in his early days of writing for
Time magazine and the New York
Herald Tribune
"1 got bored with that cheap
shit," Thompson said

’When you’re on a
terrible deadline,
and your life’s going
to fall apart, it gets
very complicated
and beer just doesn’t
do it.’
Hunter S. Thompson,

journalist
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A turning point in his career happened in 1966, when he published his
book "Hell’s Angels." This put
Thompson back on the path after he
had been fired from the National Observer magazine for exposing the
magazine’s bias toward "new journalist" Tom Wolfe. Thompson said
that the magazine had refused to publish his positive review on Wolfe’s
book "The kandy-kolored tangerineflake streamline baby."
Studying the Hell’s Angels and
their lifestyle for the book was very
invigorating for Thompson, he said.
"That was a pretty strong
story," Thompson said. "Some stories you get involved in, and some
you don’t. I got frightened . . and
pretty involved in that one.
Thompson received threats from
several Hell’s Angel members when
the book was published, because they
felt they should have received some
of the book’s profits.
Besides writing, Thompson is
also interested in politics. He ran for
sheriff of Aspen, Co., years ago, and
said that he’d like to run again for a
political office.
"I’m probably going to run for
Gary Hart’s Senate seat," Thompson
said, adding that he’s a good friend of
Hart’s. Thompson said that Hart is
dropping out in three weeks, so it
would be pretty soon.
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Two Monday nominees, Kappa
Sigma’s Steve Wolford and Dean Stephanos of Delta Upsilon stepped in to
fill the vacuum, with Stephanos winning.
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Opens Friday, December 13th
At A Theatre Near You.
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